Did you receive treatment from a nurse and/or a general practitioner (GP), or a nurse practitioner?

No

There is no treatment to be funded

Yes

Were you under 14 years old?

No

Do you have a Community Services Card?

No

Are you the dependant of a Community Services Card holder (aged 14–17 years)?

No

Most GP clinics will offer zero-fees for under-14s. Check with your practice.

GP: ACC will contribute $65.48 for your visit

Nurse: ACC will contribute $36.72 for your visit

Nurse practitioner: ACC will contribute $60.23 for your visit

Combined: ACC will contribute $68.92 for your visit

Yes

Most GP clinics will offer lower-cost fees.

GP: ACC will contribute $61.63 for your visit

Nurse: ACC will contribute $31.75 for your visit

Nurse practitioner: ACC will contribute $55.42 for your visit

Combined: ACC will contribute $64.77 for your visit

Most GP clinics will offer lower-cost fees.

GP: ACC will contribute $67.82 for your visit

Nurse: ACC will contribute $37.25 for your visit

Nurse practitioner: ACC will contribute $61.94 for your visit

Combined: ACC will contribute $70.77 for your visit

Yes

ACC will contribute the cost specified for the more comprehensive treatment

Did you receive a treatment and a more comprehensive treatment for the same injury?

No

ACC will contribute the cost specified for the treatment

Did you receive two or more treatments at the same visit for different injuries?

No

ACC will contribute for the nurse and GP separately: the amount specified for the most expensive treatment you receive; plus 50% of the amount specified for each other treatment you receive.

Yes

ACC will contribute the amount specified for the more or most expensive treatment you receive; plus 50% of the amount specified for each other treatment you receive.

Most GP clinics will offer lower-cost fees.

GP: ACC will contribute $36.82 for your visit

Nurse: ACC will contribute $17.25 for your visit

Nurse practitioner: ACC will contribute $31.58 for your visit

Combined: ACC will contribute $40.27 for your visit

Yes

ACC will contribute the cost specified for the more or most expensive treatment you receive; plus 50% of the amount specified for each other treatment you receive.